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Cavalier pathfinder guide

GM_Solspiral post-guide advanced player to the Cavalier by GM_Solspiral/Frank Gori introduction: As far as I'm aware there is only one guide in Knight's Pathfinder corner of the Internet. TarkXt did a good job with it and I mostly agree with a great deal of it, but I like to mix a little multiclassing in the mix, and I have ideas
different enough to form my guide. Before we start I would ignore the following: -layers without spells are subpar: I see this a great deal on the plates, basically the class can not spell is 3 degree somehow. The VALID is not only a capable tank, but also has self-enthusiasts and group enthusiasts, mount for additional
procedures, and the ability to dish very serious damage. -Multi-classing is somehow a failure: there are some fantastic builds that are primary knight (11+ levels of knights) that build out of dips or even complete zigzag in other categories and prestige categories. These can and still be knightins in flavor. - Mounted
Combat is the only option for the displaced: while mounted combat is probably the strongest option, you can make a viable character without it. He said that there are some challenges that come: horses can not fit in most cells or otherwise uncomfortable. Charging depends on a clear corridor. Some category features
suffer if your team doesn't play along or you can't charge on your mount. One quick last note: This guide assumes that if it's on d20srd and not labeled 3PP it's legal. 3PP options range from garbage to awesome auce but there is simply too much out there to handle though. Of course I will recommend anything from
flying Pincushion games like the upcoming Cavalier release (for obvious reasons.) I don't play PFS because it's not great in my area and I don't have the challenge of finding games to play or run in my area without PFS. You're still with me? Excellent lets to start. Other than that challenge - mandatory color coding: Red:
This is a bad choice. Yellow: This is a fair but flawed or circumstantial option. Green: That's a strong choice. Blue: This is an option that is simply awesome. Cyan: This option on the border is broken, take it if your GM will allow you. Purple indicates that the option is blue/green for some builds but otherwise red/yellow
possible roles: skirmishes is a strong option as you can charge, deliver a main shaft blow, then ride by. You can also take advantage of the more shooting-based style, split with your mount and create escort opportunities, or even keep a small unit stealthily until the right time to strike. Tank is a role you can fulfill ably. You
have access to heavy armor, shields, and d10 hp. Most importantly, you can share the capabilities of defensive teamwork and come with a second set of strike points and actions. The face is more likely to better use your skill point but other classes will outperform you in this. Monkey Skill Be confused with 4 rows for
each level that are easily enhanced with attribute, ethnic rewards, and int pump. You will definitely have roles outside of fighting, and maybe hang out with the rogue on a few things but this is not your bag. Think of the extra benefit as a gift with a purchase. Introduction attributes and races qualities, skills, and commands
exploits commands alternative opinion suppall examples and a few areas I did not cover builds enthusiastic freight Pouncer Knight Shadows Dragon Dragon Knight mighty Halfling drive by the skirmishes of most knights consider that knights who seek to support virtue, honor in combat, champion of the equestrian cause.
However, some knights do not adhere to these limitations, but tend towards a way over life. The Knights of Kaitif, whether good or evil, tend to be villains at heart. They use good rugged looks, quick minds, silver tongues, quick reactions to lying, cheating, and bragging their way to victory. One must constantly be careful
when engaging a caitiff knight in combat; Whether it's a caitiff knight appears as a high class or a quirky highway man, they can be sure they are experienced passengers, skilled in the fighting that has been mounted, and ruthless regardless of their endeavors. (Original concept by Elgin Lightbringer) Primary Grade:
Cavalli. Secondary: Rogue. Alignment: Any. Hit the dice: d10. Bonus Skills and Ranks: Caitiff Knight may choose six rogue skills to add to his class skills in addition to the skills of the ordinary cavalry class, one of which must be stealth. Knight caitiff gains a number of ranks in each level equal to 6 + int. average weapon
and mastery: Knight of the RTF mastered with both simple and military weapons, with light armor, medium shield, and with shield (except tower shield). Knight caitiff is also proficient with any weapons from a rogue list not included in the lists of simple weapons or self-defense. Challenge (for example): This is exactly like
the ability of riders of the same name, but the caitiff knight can use the challenge once a day at level 1, and extra time at level 4 and every six levels thereafter. System (Ex): This is just like the ability of knights of the same name, except for the knight caitiff has selected mountebank medal, in addition to any other orders
available to him. Rogue Talent: In level 1 and all four levels after that, Knight caitiff gains a rogue talent that qualifies. In the 13th level, knight caitiff can choose advanced rogue talent whenever he can choose a rogue talent, or when he chooses the extra feat of rogue talent. Knight caitiff adds the following rogue abilities
to the list of advanced talents he has identified: evasion, strange dodge, and improved superhero dodge. Knight caitiff must select a strange dodge before Improve the superhero shuffle. In the case of improving the talent of evasion, the knight caitiff must be dodging his choice. Knight caitiff treats his level and rogue level
for the purpose of qualifying for talent with requirements depending on the level and calculation of the effects of any talent or rogue ability he has chosen. This capability replaces tactical, banner, larger tactical, larger banner, and master tactic. Silver Tongue (Ex): In the third level, whenever a knight uses caitiff Bluff to try
to deceive someone, it earns a bonus on an opposing roll equal to 1/2 level knight caitiff (minimum +1). This bonus does not apply to attempts at scams or attempts to pass secret messages. This ability replaces the knight's charge. Trick Rider (for example): In Level 4, knight caitiff gains trick ride feat bonus. In the 12th
level, knight caitiff does not need to make ride skill checks for any task included in the ride skill with DC of 20 or less. This capability replaces an experienced trainer. Dirty Fighting (for example): Starting with level six, knight caitiff blends the striking forms of swordsmanship and magnanimity with the downhill and dirty
style of a backstreet fighter. There's no dirty trick under neath it. Examples include kicking sand in the opponent's face to blind him for 1 round, pulling down enemy pants to lower his speed, or hitting an enemy in a delicate spot to make it revolting for round. Knight caitiff never takes an inefficient penalty for attack rolls
with improvised weapons and bonus +2 gains on all combat maneuvercheck checks. In addition, whenever the territory is a critical blow, the caitiff knight may choose to handle normal damage and roll on the next table to impose a condition instead of dealing with additional damage. If the critical multiplier is x3, the
duration of the effect doubles. If the critical multiplier is x4, the duration triples. This ability replaces the bonus feat in Level 6. Hidden Manipulator (Ex): Starting with level 10, if the caitiff knight spends the entire round work studying a goal, he can make a check the impulse sense opposed by the target will save. If the goal
fails, knight caitiff gets a +5 envelope bonus on diplomatic checks against this discount for a number of days on par with his wisdom rate. This capability can only be used on any one goal once a day. This ability replaces the 4/day challenge. Mounted Skirmishes (Ex): In the 11th level, Knight caitiff gains mounted
skirmishes as a bonus feat, and did not suffer any punishment to his AC after taking an attack charge while mounted. In addition, whenever the caitiff knight makes a critical blow during installation, he deals with the amount of exact damage equal to his skillability rate as if the target was flat-footed. This ability replaces
the charge of the powerful. Improve Dirty Fighting (for example): In level 12th, knight caitiff gains improve dirty trick as a bonus feat. That's the ability. Bonus feat in level 12th. Ruthless Challenge (for example): In level 14th, whenever caitiff reduces his challenge goal to 0 or less of a hit point with a melee attack, he can
instantly make another attack with the same weapon in the same attack bonus as a quick action. This additional attack could be launched on any legal target. Knight caitiff gains a bonus for damage with this attack on a par with his caitiff knight level. This ability replaces a challenging challenge. Craven Blade (for
example): In level 16th, whenever the caitiff knight hits the opponent and deals with the exact damage, he can give up 5 points from this damage (or 1d6 points of his ability to arrange a twisted strike) and make a free scare check with a +5 bonus envelope for enemy frustration. For every 5 additional points of exact
damage (or for every 1d6 additional damage from his twisted strike) he gives up, receiving an additional bonus of +5 envelopes on this check. This capability replaces the 2/day and 6/day challenge. Bigger Dirty Fighting (for example): In level 18, knight caitiff gains a bigger dirty trick as a bonus feat. This ability replaces
the bonus feat in level 18. Supreme Skirmishes (Ex): In level 20, whenever knight caitiff uses mounted skirmishes and chooses not to do a full attack action, he can choose to make two attacks in his top base bonus attack instead of one. If any of these attacks hit, they deal the exact damage equal to the level of the caitiff
knight + his prowess rate as if the target was flat-footed. Also, knight caitiff doubles the threat range of any weapons exercised during the charge while mounted. This increase does not stack with other effects that increase the threat range of the weapon. In addition, the caitiff knight can make a dirty trick fight for free if
he has a successful attack charge. This free combat maneuver does not provoke an attack of opportunity. This ability replaces the upper charge. Rogue Talent: The following rogue talents complement the multi-layered model knight model: trick fighting, distracting attack*, esoteric †, quick stealth, iron † courage, a smart
climber*, offensive defense*, attack on locations*, sudden fire*, surprise attack, and † trick. (* Advanced Player Guide, † Penultimate Combat) Advanced Talent: The following advanced talent complements the multi-layered model knight model: another day*, camouflage*, shell strike, defensive roll, quick tumble*, hiding
in plain sight †, improving evasion, opportunism, rumors †. (* Advanced Player Guide, penultimate fight †) Table: Caitlin Knight
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